MODEL DESIGNATION CHANGE

Hendrickson has made a change to the model designation on all Hendrickson walking beam style suspensions as shown in the matrix.

This model change is driven by the release of the new lighter weight fabricated equalizing beam as shown below. The beam is completely interchangeable with the old Forged/Cast beam. The new beam design is for use up to 46,000 lbs. and will be phased in between August 1999 and March 2000.

For more information on the new fabricated beam, see publication SEU-9904 or contact your local Hendrickson parts supplier, truck dealer or call Hendrickson Tech Services at 630.910.2800.

MODEL DISCONTINUANCE

The U2 and UE2-340 suspension is being discontinued and replaced by the RT/RTE-343. This suspension is positioned for the cost sensitive market segments on/off highway tractors or straight trucks.

MODEL RT/RTE-343

This new suspension will include the 40,000 lbs. rated center bushing, cross tube, saddle, with a 34,000 spring assembly.

IMPORTANT: It is very important that the orientation of the beam be in the upright position. A decal is affixed to the top of beam to assist in assembly and to verify orientation. Failure to assemble equalizer beam in this manner may result in the loss of vehicle control and possible personal injury or property damage.